Yoane Wissa
Centre Forward
Age: 03.09.1996 (21)
Nationality: France
Contract until: 30.06.2019

Foot: Right
Length/Weight: 1m80 / 76 kg
Current club: AC Ajaccio

Club Experience
2017 – …

AC AJ ACCIO (ON LOAN )
France
Ligue 2
10 apps | 7 goals | 2 yellow cards

2016 - 2017

STAD E LAVAL (ON LOAN )
France
Ligue 2
15 apps | 2 goals | 1 assist | 3 yellow cards

2016 - …

SC O ANGERS
France
Ligue 1
2 apps

Current & Potential Level
Yoane Wissa is a 21-year-old centre forward who currently plays for
AC Ajaccio on loan from SCO Angers. Wissa had a great start with AC
Ajaccio in the 17/18 season and has already scored 7 goals in 10 apps.
Wissa is a versatile striker who can play as a centre forward and on
both wings as well, due to his excellent acceleration and pace. He has
a solid first touch, quick reactions and a real ‘winners’ mentality.
The young striker has showcased decent finishing skills as well, after
scoring 7 goals in his first 10 apps with AC Ajaccio. However, I believe
there is still room for improvement on different aspects of his game.
His passing skills could use an upgrade and he needs more experience
to get a better insight in the game and make better decisions.
I expect him to do well in the remaining season. If he continues to
impress us, there will be little doubt that he will play in the Ligue 1
next season. I believe Wissa has the potential to be a good striker in
the highest division of France.
www.tom-billen.com

Attributes
TECHNICAL
Technique
First Touch
Dribbling
Finishing
Crossing
Short passing
Long passing
Heading
Marking
Tackling
Long shots
Aerial duels
PHY SICAL
Acceleration
Agility
Pace
Stamina
Strength
Jumping
Reactions
Balance

MENTAL
Off the ball
Teamwork
Concentration
Decisions
Work Rate
Anticipation
Determination
Composure

